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E&tor C Mahaux 
A procedure is proposed by which upper hmlts to the F-spin purity of 2+~ states m even-even nucle~ can be estimated by an 
analysis of experimental g-factors The procedure, apphed to 17 nuclei with 46 ~< Z~< 78, showed that F< F~. admixtures up to 
10% are not uncommon A systemaUc behavior w~th Z Ls observed In the present approach, these admixtures account m part for 
the observed devmtlons ofthe boson g-factors g. and g. from thetr "bare" values of I and 0 
The purity of low-lying nuclear states with respect 
to valence proton-neutron symmetry, algebraically 
expressed in terms of F-spin, has been the subject of 
several investigations [ 1-8 ] It is widely believed that 
low-lymg states have nearly maximal F-spin, 
Fm~x = (Np + Nn ) / 4, l e,  they are essentially symmet- 
ric with respect to valence protons(Np) and neu- 
trons(N.)  However, some studies [1,3-5,7] have 
suggested significant deviations from this symmetry 
In fact, a certain amount ofF-spin breakmg is usuall~ 
revoked to account for M1 transttlon rates, which 
vanish unless either F-spin symmetry is broken or 
higher order operators are used F< Fma~ admtxtures 
of a few percent have been estimated by Harter et al 
[ 4 ] for 168Er, based on the M I transition properties 
A different approach was used by Glnocchto and 
Kuyucak [ 3 ], who used plon charge exchange data 
on 165Ho and estimated ground state band F-spin 
admixtures of 6%-45% Comparisons of 1BA-2 
calculations with the experimental spectrum led 
Novoselskl and Talml [7] to suggest symmetry 
breakmg as large as 18% for the g s band of ~VSHf 
In this work we show that under certaxn assump- 
tions it is possible to obtain estimates of the F-spin 
purity of2+~ states in even-even uclei from the ex- 
perimental g-factors of these states In the IBA-2, the 
g-factor of the 2 + 1 state wtth maximal F-spin is given 
by 
g(2 + , ) = (g .N~+g.N, , ) / (N ,~+N, , ) ,  (1) 
with N. (N~) the numbers of valence proton (neu- 
tron) bosons, and g., g. the respective boson g-fac- 
tors with "bare" values of 1, 0 respectively Analysis 
of data has shown [ 9 ] that for many nuclei g~ ~ 0 7, 
and g. ~ 0 0 These deviations from the "bare" val- 
ues could arise from comphcated single particle bo- 
son structure, although the devtatlons are larger than 
expected m most models Another posstble xplana- 
tion, which we pursue here, is based on the fact that 
eq ( 1 ) is valid only for pure Fmax states Therefore, 
the need to use g. g. values differing from their 
~'bare" values in eq (1) could mock up effects of 
F< Fm~x admixtures We use thts Idea to estimate the 
symmetry breakmg, but stress that other mechamsms 
[ 10,1 1 ] could explain g,~, g~ values different from the 
"bare" values hence our analysis can only provide 
upper limits for F-spm admixtures (A possible ex- 
ception occurs if m~croscoplc calculations of the bo- 
son structure actually increase the boson g-values 
then the actual F-spin admixtures could exceed the 
present estimates) 
A related idea, to use ratios of~, and g s band mag- 
netic moments to study F-spin symmetry breaking 
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was recently proposed by Gmocchlo et al [ 2 ] While 
th~s method is quite sensitive to F-spin admixtures, 
it has the drawback that accurate data on ~, band mag- 
netic moments are rather sparse On the other hand, 
many g-factors of 2 + t states are known to within 5%- 
10%, making the procedure proposed here more 
amenable to comparison with experiment Our pro- 
cedure is as follows With bare boson g-factors, eq 
(1) IS 
g(2+I)=NJ(N=+N.) (2) 
We ascribe deviations of experimental g(2 + ~ ) values 
from eq (2) to F-spin admixtures Using a modified 
version [ 12] of NPBOS, we performed IBA-2 calcu- 
lations for 17 isotopes in the range Z=46-78  to fit 
these g(2 + i ) values and other key observables and 
obtain upper hmits on F-spin admixtures by project- 
mg the resultant wave functions onto states with good 
F-spin (Fmax, Fma x -  1, ) 
The starting point was to use for each isotope pre- 
viously estabhshed [13-19] Hamdtonlans In gen- 
eral, two types were used 
Hi =nn(~-d"l-~drt)+nv((-d-t-(-dv)-t-KQrc Q.+2M, (3) 
H2 =n~(% +~a~) +n~(ed +ed.) +x(Q~ + Q.) 2 + 2~/, 
(4) 
where 
Qp=(dtp +sp)2 +zp(dtpdp) 2, p=n, v, 
and M is the Majorana operator defined in ref [ 1 1 ] 
In some cases, an additional boson-boson interac- 
tion term was used in either Hi or H2 The ~sotopes 
studied were imp& lS2Sm ' 154Gd ' 168Er ' 184W, using 
H2 and parameters from refs [ 13,17], i3o 132Ba ' 
is6 192Os ' using both Hi and H2, and parameters from 
refs [ 14,18,19 ], 146 148Ce ' l SONd ' 192 19a 196pt with Hi 
and parameters from refs [ 16,18] We also made 
calculations for 17°yb and lS°Hf with Hamiltonlan 112 
and parameters from ref [ 17 ], since these nuclei are 
similar to those studied in ref [ 17] The Majorana 
parameter 2 was taken as [15], 2=3 4d/(N.N.) ~/2, 
where d is the mass deformation parameter As we 
will see, the results are not very sensitive to the par- 
tacular choice of the Hamlltonian or its parameters 
We use the parameters can and ea~ as a convenient 
way to incorporate separate neutron and proton bo- 
son energies, and fit the g-factors Though they are 
traditionally taken as ed. = q .  = 0, calculated g (21 + ) 
values are actually quite sensitive to Ca., q .  An alter- 
native approach is to use Z,~g-Z. These parameters, 
related to the p, n deformations, were indeed found 
[2] to affect g s and y band magnetic moments 
However, test calculatmns showed that any reasona- 
ble choice ofz.,  Z. did not suffice to fit the g-factors 
Moreover, Z., Z. considerably affect M1 transition 
rates and hence cannot be freely varied 
Of course, the introduction of %.¢  %.¢0  causes 
F<Fma x admixtures to appear in the low-lying ex- 
cited states, with effects on calculated energy levels 
and transmon rates To minimize the change in cal- 
culated energy levels, we used the condmon 
N.~d.+N.%.=O (5) 
With this condition, only one of %., ca. iS free to vary, 
for convenience, we therefore define ev-  ed. -  ca., and 
use ~v as a free parameter A constraint was ~mposed, 
namely, that ep- q+ e,to>~ 0 When our procedure led 
to ep<0, % was modified to satisfy this constraint, 
and ~c, Zp were slightly changed to fit again the other 
observables Fig 1 illustrates the sensmvity of g(2 +~ )
to different Hamlltonian parameter, and to the F-spin 
admixtures For 154Gd the intersection with the ex- 
perimental value reqmres quite large ev values We 
note that ev is used here as a "generic" parameter to 
generate the necessary F-span breaking Fig la shows 
that, depending on the structure of the Hamlltonlan 
used (in this case, different values of 2), quite differ- 
ent ev values are reqmred to reproduce the measured 
g-factor However, fig lb shows that very similar per- 
centages of F<Fmax admixtures in the 2+i state re- 
sulted In most cases, rather large, negative values of 
ev were needed to fit the data Qualitatively, negative 
~v values, ~mplylng Ca.> Ca.. are microscopically rea- 
sonable since proton 2 + excitations generally lie 
higher than neutron 2 + excitations The Hamalto- 
man dependence of the deduced admixtures i illus- 
trated for hamlltonlans H i and//2 in fig lc for t32Ba 
The intersection of the calculated curves with the ex- 
perimental value gives similar admixtures The es- 
sential point is that, whatever Hamlltonlan is used to 
fit the g-factor data, similar F-spin admixtures and 
hence upper limits for the F-spin purity are obtained 
Before presenting the results, one more issue re- 
mains to be discussed, namely, the effect of ev • 0 on 
other calculated observables, e g,  energy levels and 
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Fig 1 (a) Sensmvlty of calculated g(2 +~ ) to parameter ~v for 
544Gd, (b) calculated g(2 +~) versus percent admixture of 
F<Fm.~ states into the 2+~ state for two values of the Majorana 
parameter 2,for ~54Gd, (c) calculated g( 2 + ~ ) versus percent ad- 
mixture for two &fferent Hamlltomans H~,//2, for 'nBa In all 
three parts the experimental g(2 +l ) value, wnh its uncertainty, 
is indicated by horizontal bars 
transit ion rates Energies are not very sensit ive to ev, 
and can always be further improved by adjustments 
o f  % and x Trans i t ion rates (especial ly M1 rates) 
are more strongly affected by ev, but f ine-tuning ofz~, 
Z. usually yields reasonable agreement with experi- 
ment  or with calculations m which ev = 0 0 Magnet ic  
moments  are not sensit ive to the detai led values of  
most IBA parameters, because q ( 1 ) is val id for any 
system of  bosons, as long as F-spin is conserved Ta- 
ble 1 compares everal M I reduced matr ix  e lements 
and g(2+l )  for 154Gd, calculated using ev=0 0 and 
ev= - 1 0 MeV, and shows good agreement o f  both 
calculations wtth exper iment  Both calculations used 
the parameters o f  ref [ 17 ], except for some changes 
in Z~, Z. The advantage of  using ev¢ 0 0 is obviously 
that it enables a reasonably good descr ipt ion of  both 
M 1 rates and the magnetic moment  
We used the same procedure for all 17 isotopes 
studied The g(2  + ~) data were taken f rom ref [20 ] 
The results are gtven m fig 2a They show l imits on 
F-spin admixtures varying up to ~ 10% and clear sys- 
tematlcs the % admixtures rise considerably around 
Z= 64, decrease towards Z= 74, and Increase again 
for Z=76,  78 This pattern is certainly not unex- 
pected since the deviat ion of  exper imental  data from 
the fully symmetr ic  predict ion (eq (2 ) )  is much 
larger around Z=64 than in other  regions (fig 2b) 
Therefore,  i f  one attr ibutes this deviat ion to F-spin 
admixture,  results with the quahtat lve  shape of  fig 
2a would be expected almost regardless of  the model  
used This val idates our procedure and helps account 
for the stabil ity of  the F-spin admixtures using differ- 
ent Hamt l ton lans  In fact numerous  test calculations 
Table 1 
Calculated and expenmental values of M 1 reduced matrix elements (m #N ) and g(2 +1 ) ¢or several transmons i n 154Gd 
J~ J f  ~v ( MeV ) Experiment "~ 
O0 ") -1  0 b) 
2y 2g 0 045 0 042 0 044(3) 
3y 2g 0 053 0 054 0 066(4) 
3y 4g 0 075 0 080 0 072(3) 
4y 4g 0 120 0 072 0 16(2) 
3y 2y 0 152 0 110 020(5) 
g(2+~) 0 670 0 517 0 45(3) 
") From ref [17]  
b) Present work, ;&= - 1 2, ;(. = - 0 7 (instead of - 1 6, - 0 2 in ref [ 17 ] ) 
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Fig 2 (a) Upper hmlts of percent admixtures of F<Fmax states 
m the 2 + I state for the isotopes studmd, (b) experimental g-fac- 
tors and the ratm N=/(N,, + N,,) (eq (2) ) for the same isotopes 
(e g 132Ba, see above) with a variety of HamlltonI- 
ans confirm this fact Moreover, for Sm, Gd, Er, and 
W we used only/ /2 with the parameters of ref [ 17 ], 
and yet obtained qmte different admixtures for the 
respecnve ~sotopes It therefore seems quite plausible 
that within the assumptions of the present study the 
structure in fig 2a is real, and not a numerical arti- 
fact It is interesting to note that a very similar behav- 
ior has been observed [21 ] for the ratio e . /e .  of the 
neutron, proton effecuve charges The relationship 
between effecnve charges, the proton and neutron 
deformanons, and F-spin admixtures has been re- 
cently discussed by Gmocchio and Kuyucak [3] 
They pointed out that m some cases, when the rano 
e Je .  is close to umty, qmte large F-spin admixtures 
may be reqmred in the g s band m order to account 
for differences In proton and neutron deformauons 
We also note that our approach is closely related to 
one m terms of intrinsic states for the IBA [2,3] F- 
spin admixtures are related to differences in p and n 
deformations, and eq (2) can be written m terms of 
these deformanons, and subsequently F-spin amph- 
tudes can be extracted This approach yields admtx- 
tures with shghtly smaller magnitudes and with sim- 
ilar systematlcs a  those in fig 2, supporting our point 
that the admixtures obtained here are quite indepen- 
dent of the calculational detatls 
In conclusion, we have shown that upper hmits for 
F-spin admixtures can be estimated by using experi- 
mental nuclear g(2 +,)-factors Results suggesting 
F< Fmax admixtures of up to about 10% are not un- 
common In some cases, these admixtures are larger 
than those obtained when only the M 1 rates are con- 
sldered For example, in 168Er we find an upper hmtt 
of about 9%, while Harter et al [4] reported an up- 
per hmtt of only 4% for the same nucleus, from a fit 
to M1 transitions However, unlike magnetic mo- 
ments, M 1 transition rates are rather sensitive to the 
precise form of the Hamiltonlan, and thus an alter- 
nate method to extract F-spin admixtures i useful A 
correlation with the effective charges m the respec- 
rive isotopes is observed This points to a relation be- 
tween effective charges and F-spin symmetry break- 
lng that ~s not completely understood but warrants 
further investigation The viewpoint of the present 
approach is that at least part of the empirical devia- 
tions of the boson g-factors g. and g~ from their "bare" 
values can be interpreted in terms of F-spin admix- 
tures This approach is complementary to the usual 
one, which assumes eq ( 1 ) to be correct (thus ignor- 
ing any F-spin impurity) and varies the boson g-fac- 
tors to reproduce measured magnetic moments 
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